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Object of the Game 
Kingpin is a game about crime syndicates vying for control of a city.  You play the boss of a gang leading a 
group of lieutenants to shake down businesses, sell drugs, strong-arm opponents and stay out of the watchful 
eye of the police.  Your goal is to kill the competition, control the city or get rich before your opponents.  But 
beware, take too much heat or too much time, and all the players lose. 

Rules 
Characters:  Players control a Kingpin and their Lieutenants, 
referred to collectively as Characters.  Characters move around 
the board to take control of Locations, buy/sell Drugs, Attack 
other Characters, etc.  Each Player receives actions each turn 
equal to the number of Characters they have on the board.  If a 
Player’s Kingpin is killed, they lose the game. 
 
 
 
 

 
Hidden Forces:  Kingpins move in the shadows, controlling their 
minions at a distance.  Kingpins start off of the game board. 
Players may perform a Free Action during their turn to move their 
Kingpin out of hiding to gain an additional Action, but Kingpins 
may not return to hiding once they come out, making them 
vulnerable from that point on. 
 
Effects:  Cards and locations in the game have different kinds of effects: 

● Actions may be used by Players during the Action phase of their turn.  Players receive a limited 
number of actions equal to the number of Characters on the board.  An Action may only be used once 
per turn, though if the Player has access to multiple identical Actions on different cards/locations, each 
may be used once in the same turn.  

● 2x Actions are identical to Actions, but cost 2 instead of 1 Action. 
● Free Actions are used by Players during the Action phase of their turn, but do not count against the 

number of Actions they can perform.  Free Actions can only be used once per turn, just like Actions. 
● Passives take effect immediately and may continue to affect the game based on their text.  They do 

not require the use of an Action. 
● Reactions take effect when the conditions stated in their text are met.  They do not require the use of 

an Action. 
● Each Turns are resolved at the beginning of the Player’s turn. 

 
Dark Pasts:  Kingpins come from dark pasts that still haunt them. 
At the start of the game, each Player draws a Dark Past card that 
affects them throughout the game.  Dark Pasts usually increase 
the difficulty of specific win conditions. 
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Secret Motivations:  Kingpins are driven by secret desires that 
change the game once revealed.  At the start of the game, each 
Player also draws a Secret Motivation card.  Each card has a trigger 
condition that must be met, and beneficial effects that occur after 
triggering. 
 

 
Ranks:  Characters have Ranks that determine how powerful they are.  Their Rank is 
indicated by moving the slider on the Character’s standee from Rank 1 at the top, to Rank 4 
at the bottom.  Greater Rank provides larger attack bonuses and protection against being 
killed.  Characters gain Ranks through Players’ Actions and lose them through being 
Attacked.  Characters enter the game with Rank 1 and Kingpins at Rank 2. 
 
 
Locations:  The game board consists of a number of Locations, each with abilities that Players use to effect 
the game.  Locations are grouped into Neighborhoods, and all the Locations in a Neighborhood have similar 
abilities: 

● Downtown Locations are the no-man’s land where Players influence city politics or the police.  Police 
Station, City Hall, The Chronicle, St. John’s Cathedral 

● Ports Locations allows players to move in drugs/guns or move Characters.  Airport, Docks, Yellow Taxi 
● Business District Locations provide Cash each round to controlling players.  Laundromat, 

Underground Casino, Strip Club 
● Uptown Locations provide rich citizens to buy drugs at higher prices, but higher heat.  Financial 

District, Park Slopes, Hollywood 
● Midtown Locations are the bread and butter for your typical drug-selling operation.  Fremont, Southie, 

Kingswood 
● Slums Locations are the recruiting grounds for budding criminals.  Eastwood Heights, Westside 

Projects, The Points 
During the Action Phase, Players may use the abilities of Locations they Control or have a Character present 
or that they control, unless it is Threatened. 
 
Controlling Locations:  Kingpins vie for 
control of the city using a network of local thugs 
and protection rackets.  If a Player has an 
unopposed Character present on an unowned 
Location or another Player’s Location, they may 
use an Action to take control of it.  The Player 
rolls 2 dice.  Compare the result: 

● If the Location is unowned and the 
result is greater than 4, take control of 
the Location. 

● If the Location is owned by another 
Player and the result is greater than 6, 
take control of the Location. 

● Otherwise, nothing happens. 
Some Locations are neutral and cannot be 
controlled by any Player, indicated by an  on 
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the game board.  If a Player controls all of the Locations in 2 different Neighborhoods, they win the 
game.  
Threatened Locations:  Locations are considered Threatened when an opposing Player’s Character occupies 
a Location you control or have a Character present.  Actions may not be performed at Threatened locations, by 
either Player.  Neutral Locations are only considered Threatened if two opposing characters are present.  
 
Cops:  Innocent citizens fight back against the growing 
crime in their city with their police force.  During the game, 
Cops rove around the board hampering the criminal 
activity of Players.  Actions taken in the same Location as 
a Cop gain a Heat penalty equal to the number of Cops on 
the board.  New Cops are added to the board throughout 
the game when drawn from the Heat deck, representing 
the growing concern of citizens.  If at any time, there are 
7 Cops on the board, the Players all lose the game. 
 
Heat:  The Actions of players create Heat.  The Heat cost 
of an action is denoted by the number of red dots after the 
Action’s text (⬤).  Players roll 2 dice at the end of their turn to determine if the Cops have taken notice of their 
activities.  The value of the roll must exceed the total Heat of all actions that Player performed during their turn, 
or the Player must draw a card from the Heat Deck and resolve its effect, which include new Cops being added 
to the board, loss of resources or other detrimental effects.  
 
Cash:  Cash is king on the streets, and gathering it is an end in itself.  Players gain money throughout the 
game and can use it to perform Actions or save it towards victory.  If a Player accumulates $500,000, they 
win the game. 
 
Drugs:  Crime is a business, and it’s product comes in grams and ounces.  The main means of collecting Cash 
is acquiring Drugs from the Docks/Airport Locations and distributing it in the Uptown/Midtown/Slums 
Neighborhoods.  The price when selling Drugs is determined by the Street Price Track which rises and falls 
over the course of the game. 
 
Events:  Players draw an Event card each round which 
represents the passage of time.  Each Event includes 
movement of Cops, movement on the Street Price Track 
and occasional one-off events that affect the Players.  If 
the no Event card can be drawn, all the players lose. 
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Attacking:  Crime is a dangerous game.  Players may take an action to attack a Character or Cop at the same 
location as one of their Characters.  Each Player rolls 2 dice and adds their Character’s attack bonus based on 
their rank, shown on their card and standee.  Each Player also receives an additional +2 bonus for each 
additional Character they own at the location.  Compare the result: 

● If the attacker exceeds the defender’s roll by 5, reduce the defending character’s Rank by 1 or remove 
them from the game if they are already at Rank 1. 

● If the attacker exceeds the defender’s roll by 1 to 4, the defending Character’s player must move the 
Character to a not Threatened Location they control.  If no Location is available, reduce the defending 
character’s Rank by 1 or remove them from the game if they are already at Rank 1. 

● If the attacker is equal or lower than the defender’s roll, nothing happens. 
 
Cop Killer:  The police are constantly interfering with criminal plans, but criminals should be wary of taking 
direct action against them.  If a player character kills a Cop, they receive a Cop Killer token.  Cops immediately 
attack that Character if encountered anywhere other than the Police Station, including if multiple Cops are on 
the same location when one of them is killed.  Combat is instantaneous, preceding other actions the Player 
might otherwise take during their turn. 
 
Robbing:  Violence is not the only means of wrecking the plans of another Kingpin.  Players may take an 
action to Rob a location controlled by another Player.  Players may only rob locations of other Players, and 
only if the controlling Player does not have a Character present.  The robber rolls 2 dice plus their Character’s 
attack bonus and steal cash from the Location’s owner equal to the roll result X $2k, rounded up. 
 
Influence:  Money and the gun are rarely the only ways to further Kingpin’s master plans.  Players may gain 
Influence tokens at St. John’s Cathedral and Strip Club Locations which allow them to take special actions 
during their turn.  See Turn Sequence below for a list of Actions. 
 
Corrupting Cops:  Police exist on the knife edge of good and evil.  Some fall to temptation. Players may use 
Influence to Corrupt a Cop on the board.  Place a Rank Marker of the Player’s color on the Cop to indicate they 
have been Corrupted.  Corrupt cops do not add Heat when they are present in a location where the Corrupting 
Player takes an Action.  A Player may also prevent the movement of a Corrupted Cop from a Location during 
the Event phase.  Corruption only benefits the Corrupting player, but multiple Players can corrupt the same 
Cop. 
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Game Setup 
1. Place the game board in the center of 

the play area. 
2. Shuffle the Heat and Event decks and 

place them near the game board. 
3. Place a Drug Token on the Street 

Price Track at $15K. 
4. Each player selects a color and 

collects that color’s standee bases and 
location markers.  You’ll use the color 
to identify characters you control. 

5. Each player randomly chooses a 
Kingpin card and 2 Lieutenant cards. 

a. Arrange the cards in front of 
each player. 

b. Place the Kingpin’s standee in 
front of the controlling player, 
off of the game board.  Your 
Kingpin starts in hiding.  Place 
a Rank Marker on their 2nd 
rank. 

c. Place both Lieutenant 
standees on the starting 
location mentioned on the 
Kingpin card.  Place a Rank 
Marker on their 1st rank. 

d. Place a Control marker in the Player’s color on the starting location. 
6. Each Player draws 1 Dark Past and 1 Secret Motivation card. 
7. Each player collects 3 drug tokens and $20K in cash. 
8. Place 2 Cops on the Police Station.  Choose which Cops by drawing heat cards until 2 Cops are 

revealed.  Shuffle any other Heat cards drawn back into the deck. 
9. Roll to determine who starts first. 
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Turn Sequence 
Play proceeds in turns, clockwise, starting with the player who won the starting roll.  Each player: 
 

● Draw an Event Card 
○ Resolve Cop Movement by moving any named Cops who are on the board to the Location 

specified. 
○ Resolve Street Price changes by moving the Street Price token up or down as specified on the 

card. 
○ Resolve the Event, if any.  Events sometimes have effects that last one or more rounds, which 

may help or harm players. 
● Move one Character on the board to any location. 
● Perform one Action per Character on the board.  Eligible actions include: 

○ A Global Action that can always be performed: 
■ Attack a Character  

Action:  Attack an opposing Character in the same location as one of your Characters. 
⬤⬤⬤  

■ Take Control of a Location  
Action:  If you have an unopposed Character on an unowned or another Player’s 
location, you may attempt to take control of it. ⬤⬤  

■ Rob a Location 
Action: If you have an unopposed Character on another Player’s location, you may Rob 
it. ⬤⬤  

■ Come Out of Hiding 
Free Action: If your Kingpin is still in hiding, you may move them onto the game board 
at their starting location.  ⬤ 

● An Action on a Location controlled by the Player or where they have a Character present, 
unless the Location is Threatened. 

● An Influence Action in exchange for 1 Influence Token: 
■ Move a Cop  

Free Action:  Move a Cop to a Location of your choice.  ⬤ 
■ Corrupt a Cop  

Free Action:  Place a corruption Rank Marker on one Cop on the board.  That Cop does 
not contribute heat toward actions performed at their location.  ⬤  
Reaction:  You may prevent the movement of a Cop you have Corrupted. 

■ Turn a Blind Eye 
Free Action:  The Player may reduce Heat by 3 for their current turn. 

■ Send to Jail 
Free Action:  The Player may send an opposing Character to the Police Station. ⬤ 

■ Remove Cop 
Free Action:  Remove any Cop from the game board.  Shuffle the corresponding Cop’s 
Heat card from the discard back into the Heat Deck.  ⬤ 

■ Set Up 
Free Action:  Give a -2 Attack penalty to another Player’s Character for this turn.  ⬤ 

■ Changing the Agenda 
Free Action:  Increase or reduce the Street Price track by +1/-1.  ⬤  
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Example Sequence 
[COMING SOON] 
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FAQ 
Q:  If I buy a new Lieutenant, do I get their Action that turn? 
A:  Yes.  You get an extra Action immediately after the Character enters the Board, though you still consume 
an Action to get the Character.  For example, if you have 2 Lieutenants and you use your first Action to bring 
out a 3rd Lieutenant, then you have 2 Actions remaining in your turn (-1 to get the Lieutenant, +1 because you 
now have 3). 
 
Q:  If I bring my Kingpin out of Hiding, do I get an extra Action that turn? 
A:  Yes.  Bringing out your Kingpin is a Free Action, so you get their extra Action that turn. 
 
Q: If my Kingpin comes out of Hiding, and there is a Cop on their starting location, do they draw +2 
Heat? 
A:  Yes. 
 
Q:  Do I have to put the Character I want to gain Rank on the Docks or The Points? 
A:  No.  Unless the Action’s text specifies, you may add 1 Rank to any Character under your control, including 
your Kingpin in Hiding. 

Index 

Components 
 

Type Quantity 

Kingpins  

Lieutenants  

Event Cards  

Heat Cards  

Locations  

Cops  

Money  

Player Markers  

Heat Tokens  
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Escapist Games, LLC 
http://escapist.games/kingpin  
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